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ANOTHER AIR BATTLE OVER GERMANY

The industrial area of Munohen-Gladbach-Rheydt, in the Rhineland some thirty

miles south west of the Ruhr, was heavily attacked last night.

The Gentians held back their ground defences until the very last moment. Guns

and searchlights remained quiet until the first salvo of bombs went down, and then

everything began happening at the sane tine, &any pilots agree that a power station,
or some similar target, was hit by the first salvo, for there was a violent explosion

that went off in a series of vivid blue flashes.

The ground defences reacted immediately, searchlights were switched on, end

then, as the first arrivals concentrated on the target, the ground gunners put up

a heavy barrage. There was a good deal of cloud, and the searchlights were played

on to them, so that the bombers would be silhouetted for the many fighters patrolling
over the area. Enemy aircraft swooped down through the flak whenever a bomber was

thrown up into relief above the clouds, and there were many combats. One aircraft

was attacked five times in under thirty minutes.

The reports of all the encounters have not yet been sifted at Bomber

Command headquarters, “but it is already known that our bombers shot down at least

nine enemy fighters. The Halifaxes alone destroyed five fighters - three Ju. 88s,
one F.W.190 and one Me, 109.

One pilot said that he was just in sight of the target as the attack began-,
"There was an explosion almost at ■nee," he said, "and then the defences really got

going. The beams of the searchlight's began nosing about under the clouds, and there

were flak bursts over the sky, No -wont in, -and through the gaps in the clouds I

could see streets and factories and several fires which seemed to be going well.

"A short way ahead of us a bomber was suddenly silhouetted, and almost

immediately it was attacked. We dropped our bombs, and hail hardly closed the bomb

doors when a Messerschmitt 110 opened fire on us. attacking us twice before we

drove it off,"

The crew of a, Lancaster who were on their first operation were attacked by two

enemy fighters within five minutes. The pilot, Sergeant E, Hear is, of Gosforth,

Northumberland, had just started his Bombing run when the first fighter, a

Messerschmitt 210, -attacked from below and on the port quarter. The Lancaster’s

gunners held their fire until the fighter was well within range, and then the

fighter turned away and •'broke off the engagement. Once more Sergeant Mearis, who

was in a searchlight battery before he joined the R,A,F. brought the Lancaster

round and again started his bombing run. The bombs were dropped, and then the

Lancaster was attacked by another fighter, a Me. 109. "But I managed to get in a

good burst," Sergeant Billingham of Raynes Bark, London, the mid-upper gunner, said,
"and it sheared off,"

A Halifax was attacked by a Ju, 88 soon after leaving the target, and in the

fierce combat that followed the fighter got in at least one effective burst,
wounding the pilot of the Halifax and his navigator, and severely damaging the

bomber. It was holed in many places, and the starboard inner engine was put out

of action. The Ju, came in several times, but at last the gunners of the Halifax

saw it catch fire and burst into flames. Despite his wounds the pilot brought his

aircraft back to England on three engines.

Another Halifax also brought down a Ju, 88 , The flight engineer, who watched

the fight from the astro-dome saw: the fire of the mid-upper .gunner and roar-gunner

hit the fighter, which burst into flames and went down burning. When a. Me, 109

attacked another Halifax, the re an-gunner of the bomber set it on fire with his

bullets and as the fighter went down in flames the mid-upper gunner saw his bullets

hitting it. The crew watched the Me, explode in the clouds with a. brilliant flash.

Aircraft of the R.C.A.F, .also had successes against the fighters, The rear-

gunner of a Halifax in the Canadian "Moose" Squadron shot down a F,W, 190 after the

fighter had riddled the bomb bays, flaps, and under-carriage, and crippled the port

inner engine. "As it cane at us a second time we dicin' t give it a chance to fire,"

said the roar-gunner. "It was only 100 yards away -when I opened up at it, and I

couldn’t miss. It blew up in the air almost in my face,"

An American rear-gunner from Illinois, flying in another Canadian Halifax,

destroyed a Ju, 88, "The fighter attacked from starboard and then astern," said^ the

rear-gunner, "Without riving it a chance to shoot 1 pumped bullets into it and it

fell away in flames. Then we saw it hit the dock and burn,"

By the end of the attack crews reported that the target was well alight.

Smoke Billowed up to 12,000 feet, end the glow of the fires could he seen from over

100 miles away. .


